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Abstract-We presenta model for asynchronous distributed computation and then proceed to analyze the convergenceof natural asynchronous distributed versions of a large class of deterministic and stochastic
gradient-like algorithms. Wc show that such algorithms retain the
desirable convergence properties of their centralized counterparts, provided that the time between consecutive interprocessor communications
and the communication delays are not too large.

INTRODU("TION

M

ANY deterministic and stochastic iterative algorithms admit
a natural distributed implementation [IJ, [3J-[5J, [7J
whereby several processors perform computations and exchange
messageswith the end-goal of minimizing a certain cost function.
If all processorscommunicate to each other their partial results at
each instance of time and perform computations synchronously,
the distributed algorithm is mathematically equivalent to a single
processor (serial) algorithm and its convergence may be studied
by conventional means. Synchronous algorithms may have,
however, certain drawbacks, which have beendiscussed in [9J.
In this paper we study asynchronous distributed iterative
optimization algorithms in which each processordoes npt need to
communicate to each other processor at each time instance; also,
processors may keep performing computations without having to
wait until they receive the messagesthat have beentransmitted to
them; processors are allowed to remain idle some of the time;
finally, some processors may perform computations faster than
others. Such algorithms can alleviate communication overloads
and they are not excessivelyslowed down by neither communication delays, nor by differences in the time it takes processorsto
perform one computation.
In Section II we presentthe model of distributed computationto
be employed. In this model, there is a number of processorswho
perform certain computations and update some of the components
of a vector stored in their memory. In the meanwhile, they
exchange messages,thus informing each other aboutthe resultsof
their latest computations. Processorswho receive messagesuse
them either to update directly some of the components of the
vector in their memory, or they may combine the messagewith
the outcome of their own computations, by forming a convex
combination. Weak assumptions are made about the relative
timing and frequency of computations or messagetransmissions
by the processors.
In Section III we employ this model of computation and also
assume that the (possibly random) updatesof each processorare
gradient-like; that is, they are expected to be in a descent
direction, when conditioned on the past history of the algorithm.
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for analysis purposes. On the other hand, the processorsmay be
working without having accessto a global clock. They may have
accessto a local clock or to no clock at all.
We assume that each processorhas a buffer in its memory in
which it keeps some element of H. The value stored by the ith
processor at time n (global) is denoted by xi(n). At time n, each
processor may receive some exogenous measurementsand/or
perfonn some computations. This allows it to compute a "step"
si(n) E H, to be used in evaluating the new vector xi(n + 1).
Besides their own measurementsand computations, processors
may also receive messagesfrom other processors, which will be
taken into account in evaluating their next vector. The processof
communications is assumedto be as follows.
At any time n, processor i may transmit some (possibly all) of
the componentsof Xi( n) to some (possibly all or none)of the other
processors. (In a physical implementation, messagesdo not need
to go directly from their origin to their destination; they may go
through some intennediate nodes. Of course, this does not change
the mathematical model presented here.) We assume that communication delays are bounded. For convenience,we also assume
that for any pair (i,j) of processors,for any componentXI and any
time n, processor i may receive at most one messageoriginating
from processorj and containing an elementof HI, This leads to no
significant loss of generality: for example, a processor that
receives two messagessimultaneously could keep only the one
which was most recently sent; if messagesdo not carry timestamps,there could be some other arbitration mechanism. Physically, of course, simultaneous receptions are impossible; so, a
processor may always identify and keep the most recently
received message, even if all messagesarrived at the same
discrete time n.
If a messagefrom processorj, containing an elementof HI, is
received by processori (i * j) at time n, let t:i(n) denotethe time
that this message was sent. Therefore, the content of such a
messageis precisely x{(t:i(n». Naturally, we.assumethat tY(n) ~
n. For notational convenience,we also let t;'(n) = n, for all i, I,
n. We will be assuming that the algorithm starts at time 1;
accordingly, we assumethat tY(n) ~ 1. Finally, we denote by TY
the set of all times that processor i receives a message from
processorj, containing an elementof HI. To simplify matterswe
will assume that, for any i, j, I, the set TY is either empty or

infinite.

Once processor i has received the messagesarriving at time n
and has also evaluated si(n), it evaluates its new vector xi(n + 1)
E H by fonning (componentwise) a convex combination of its
old vector and the values in the messagesit has just received, as
follows:
M

x;(n + I) = ~ ay(n)x1(ty(n» + 'Yi(n)s;(n),

n2:1

(2.1)

j=l

where s;(n) is the lth component of si(n) and the coefficients
aY(n) are scalars satisfying
i) aY(n)~O

v i, j, I, n,

(2.2)

M

ii) ~ aV(n)=I,

V;,

I, n,

(2,3)

j=1

iii) aY(n)=O,

V n Et: T¥, i*j.

(2.4)

Remarks:
1) Note that t¥(n) has beendefined only for those times n that
processor i receives a messageof a particular type, i.e., for n E
T¥. However, whenever t¥(n) is undefined, we have assumed
above that a:i(n) = 0, so that (2.1) has an unambiguousmeaning.
2) When we refer to a processor performing a "computation," we meanthe evaluation and addition of the term 'Y;(n)s~n)

in (2.1). With this terminology, forming the convex combination
in (2.1) is not called a computation. We denote by r; the set of all
times that processor i performs a computation involving the lth
component. Whenever n EEr;, it is understood that s;(n) in (2.1)
equals zero. We assumeagain that for any i, I the set r; is either
infinite or empty. Accordingly, processor i will be called
computing, or noncomputing, for component I.
3) The quantities yi(n) in (2.1) are nonnegative scalar stepsizes. These step sizes may be constant (e.g., yi(n) = Yo. Vn), or
time-varying, e.g., yi(n) = l/t~, where ti is the number of times
that processori has performed a computation up to time n. Notice
that with the latter choice each processormay evaluate its stepsize
using only a local counter rather than a global clock.
Examples
We now introduce a collection of simple examples representing
various classes of algorithms we are interested in, so as to
illustrate the nature of the assumptions to be introduced later.
Throughout, we assumethat communication delays are bounded.
We actually start with a broad classification and then proceed to
more special cases. In these examples, we model the message
re.ceptionsand transmissions [i.e., the sets T¥ and the variables
tj(n)], the times at which computations are performed (i.e., the
sets T~)and the combining coefficients a¥(n) as deterministic.
(This does not mean, however, that they have to be a priori
known by the processors.)
Specialization: This is the case considered in [4], [5] where
each processor updates a particular component of the x-vector
specifically assigned to it and relies on messagesfrom the other
processors for the remaining components. Formally

i) M = L. (There are as many processorsas there are

components.)
ii) s~n) = 0., vi * i, Vn. (A processormay update only its own
component; T~ = 1/>,vi * I.)
iii) Processorj only sendsmessagescontaining elementsof Hj;
if processor i receives such a message,it uses it to update x~ by
setting xi. equal to the value received. Equivalently,
a) Iff*
j andj * I, then T¥ = I/>and a¥(n) = 0, Vn.
b) If processor i receives a messagefrom processor j at time n,
i.e., if n E Ti!, then ai!(n) = 1. Otherwise, ai!(n) = 0, and aii(n)
=

1.

J

J

J

J

Overlap: Here L = I (we do not distinguish componentsof
elements of H), messages contain elements of H (not just
components)and each processormay update any componentof x.
(For this case subscripts are redundantand will be omitted.)
We now assume that J:H -+ [0, 00) is a continuously
differentiable nonnegative cost function with a Lipschitz continuous derivative.
Example I-Deterministic
Gradient Algorithm; Specialization: Let 'Yi(n) = 'Yo > 0, Vn, i. At each time n E Ti that
processor i updates Xi, it computes s~{n) = -iJJ/iJx,{xi(n» and
lets si{n) = 0, for J * i. We ass'umethat each processor i
comnfunicates its componentsx: to every other processor at least
once every BI time units, for some constant BI. Other than this
restriction, we allow the transmission and reception times to be
arbitrary. (A related stochastic algorithm could be obtained by
letting s;{n) = -iJJ/iJx,{xi(n»(1 + w:(n», where w:(n) is unit
variance white noise, independentfor different i's.)
Example II-Newton's
Method,. Overlap: For simplicity we
assumethat there are only two processors(M = 2). Let 'Yi(n) =
'Yo > 0, Vn. We also assume that J is twice continuously
differentiable, strictly convex and its Hessian matrix, denoted by
G(x), satisfies 0 < ol/:s G(x) :s ov, Vx E H. At eachtime n E
Ti, processor i computes si(n) = -G-I(xi(n»iJJ/iJx(xi(n».
For
n EE Ti, si(n) = O. If at time n processor 1 (respectively, 2)
receivesa messagex2(t 12(n»[respectively, xl(t21(n»], it updates
its vectorbyxl(n + 1) = allxl(n) + al~2(tI2(n» + 'Y1(n)sl(n),
[respectively, x2(n + 1) = a2Ixl(t21(n» + anx2(n) +
'Y2(n)s2(n)]. Here we assumethat 0 < aij < 1 and that all + al2
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= 021+ 022= I. For other times n the sameformula is used with
012 = 0 (021 = 0). We make the same assumptions on
transmissionand reception times as in Example I.
Example III-Distributed
Stochastic Approximation,. Specialization: Let -yi(n) be such that, for some positive constants
AI, A2, A,/n s -yi(n) s A2/n, Vn. Notice that the implementation of sucha step size only requires a local clock that runs in the
sametime scale (i.e., within a constantfactor) as the global clock.
For n E Ti, let si(n) = -aJ/aXi(xi(n» + wi(n). Also, si(n) =
0, for i * j and lor all n. We assumethat wi(n), conditidned on
the past history of the algorithm has ze'ro mean and that
E1l1w~(n)1I2Ixi(n)]s K(II 'VJ(xi(n»II 2 + I), forsomeconstantK.
We assume that for some BI ~ 0, fJ ~ I and for all n, each
processorcommunicates its componentx~ to every other processor at least once during the time interva'I [BlnfJ, BI(n + l)fJ].
Other than the above restriction, we allow transmission and
receptiontimes to be arbitrary. Notice that the above assumptions
allow the time between consecutive communications to grow
without bound.
Example IV -Distributed Stochastic Approximation: Overlap: Let -yi(n) be as in Example III and let M = 2. For n E Ti, let
si(n) = -aJ/ax(xi(n»
+ wi(n), where wi(n) is as in Example
III. We make the sameassumptionson transmissionand reception
times as in Example III. Whenever a message is received, a
processor combines its vector with the content of that message
using the combining rules of Example II.
Example V: This example is rather academic but will serve to
illustrate some of the ideas to be introduced later. Consider the
case of overlap, assumethat His one-dimensional,and let -yi(n)
= I, Vn. Assume that, at each time n, either all processors
communicate to each other, or no processorsends any message.
Let the communication delays be zero (so, tij(n) = n, whenever
fj(n) is defined) and assumethat aij(n) = aij (constant) at those
times n that messagesare exchanged. We define vectors x(n) =
(xl(n), ..., xM(n» and s(n) = (sl(n), .'., sM(n». Then, the
algorithm (2.1) may be written as
x(n+I)=A(n)x(n)+s(n).

(2.5)

For eachtime n, either A(n) = I (no communications)or A(n) =
A, the matrix consisting of the coefficients aij. The latter is a
"stochastic" matrix: it has nonnegative entries and each row
sums to I. We assumethat each aij is positive. It follows that..4 =
limn-a. A n exists and has identical rows with positive elements.
We assumethat the time betweenconsecutive communications is
bounded but otherwise arbitrary. Clearly then, limn~a. n::'=k
A(m) = ..4, for all k. It is interesting to compare (2.5) with the
generic equation
x(n + 1)=x(n) +s(n)
which arises in centralized algorithms.
All of our examples refer to either specialization or overlap.
However. we may also conceive of situations in which someof the
componentsare updatedby a single processor. while some others
are updated by many processorssimultaneously(partial overlap).

a) There is at least one computing processor for component I.
b) There is a directed path in Gt. from every computing
processor (for component I) to every other processor(computing
or not).
c) There is some a > 0 such that:
i) If processori receivesa messagefrom processorj at time n
(i.e., if n E T¥), then af(n) ~ a.
.
ii) For every computing processor i, a;,(n) ~ a, Vn.
iii) If processor i is noncomputing and has in-degree2 (in Gr)
larger than or equal to 2, then a~;(n) ~ a, Vn.
Parts b) and c) of Assumption2.1 guaranteethat any update by
any computing processor has a lasting effect on the states of
computation of all other processors. Next, we introduce two
alternative assumptionson the frequency of communications.
Assumption 2.2: The time between consecutive transmissions
of componentx1 from processor j to processor i is bounded by
some B. ~ 0, for all (j, i) E £,.
Assumption 2.3: There are constantsB1 > 0, {J ~ I such that,
for any (j, i) E £" and for any n, at leastone messagex1 is sent
from processor j to processor i during the time interval [B,nfJ,
B.(n + l)fJ]. Moreover, the total number of messagestransmitted
and/or received during any such interval is bounded.
Note that Assumption 2.2 is a special caseof 2.3, with (J = 1.
Assumption 2.4: Communication delays are boundedby some
Bo ~ 0, i.e., for all i,j, 1 and n E T)j we have n -tf(n)
~ Bo.
Assumptions2.1 and 2.4 hold for all the examples introduced
above. Assumption 2.2 holds for Examples I, II, and V;
Assumption 2.3 holds for Examples III and IV, except for its last
part which has to be explicitly introduced.
Equation (2.1) which defines the structure of the algorithm is a
linear system driven by the stepssi.(n).
In the
special case where
J
-communication delays are zero, we have tj(n) = n, and (2.1)
becomes a linear system with state vector (x.(n), ..., xM(n).
Equation (2.5) of Example V best illustrates this situation. In
general, however, the presenceof communication delays necessitates an augmentedstateif a state spacerepresentationis desired. 3
Exploiting linearity, we conclude that there exist scalarscl>f(nI k),
for n ~ k, such that
M

II-I

M

x;(n)= ~ cl»1(nIO)x{(I)
+ ~ ~ 'Yj(k)cI»1(nlk)s{(k).
j=1

k=lj=1

(2.6)
The coefficients oily (nlk) are determined by the sequence of
transmissionand reception times and the combining coefficients.
Consequently,they are unknown, in general. Nevertheless, they
have the following qualitative properties.

Lemma2.1:
i) O~clI¥(nlk),

vi, j, /, n~k,

M

~ 4'y(nlk):s1,

vi, t, n~k.

j=1

Assumptions on the Communications and the Combining
Coefficients
We now consider a set of assumptions on the nature of the
communication and combining process, so that the preceding
examples appearas special cases.
For each componentI E {I, ..', L} we introduce a directed
graph 0, = (V, Ed with nodes V = {I, ..', M} corresponding
to the setof processors. An edge (j, i) belongs to E, if and only if
Ty is infinite, that is, if and only if processor j sends (in the long
run) an infinite number of messagesto processor i with a value of
the Ith componentx1.
Assumption 2.1: For each component I E {I, ..', L}, the
following hold.

ii) Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.4 and either Assumption 2.2
or 2.3, limn~m if>:Y(nlk)exists, for any i, j, k, I. The limit is
independentof i and will be denoted by if>:1(k).Moreover, there is
a constant 1/ > 0 such that, if j is a computing processor for
component I, then
"'1(k)~7/.

vk.

(2.9)

2 The in-degree of a processor (node) i (in 0/) is the number of edges in £/
pointing to node i.
3 Such an augmented state should incorporate all messages that have been
transmitted but not yet received. Since we are assuming bounded communication delays, there can only be a bounded number of such messages and the
augmented system may be chosen finite dimensional.
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The constant 1/, depends only on the constants introduced in our
assumptions (i.e., Bo, B., (3, a).
iii) Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4, there exist d E [0,
1), B ~ 0 (depending only on Bo, B" a) such that
~~xl-l>Y(nlk)--I>1(k)1 :5Bdn-k,

V I, n?ck.

(2.10)

iv) Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4, there exist d E [0,
1), " E (0, 1], H ~ 0 (depending only on Ho, HI, (3, a) such that
n:tax I4?Y(nlk)-4?1(k)1 ~Bdn8-k8,

v I, n~k.

(2.11)

1,1

The proof of Lemma 2.1 is omitted and may be found in [18].
Apart from part i) [which is proved by a straightforward induction
based on (2. 1)] the main idea of the proof, for the case of zero
transmission delays, is the following: proving convergence of
4?(nI k) is equivalent to proving convergence of a sequenceof
products of stochastic matrices. These stochastic matrices have a
"scrambling" property and the desired conclusions follow from
well-known results on weak ergodicity of nonstationary Markov
chains [15]. The general case may be reduced to the zero delay
case by a suitable "state augmentation" pr(>cedure.
In the light of (2.6), Lemma 2.1 admits the following
interpretation: part ii) states that if all processorsceaseupdating
(that is if they set si(n) = 0) from some time on, they will
asymptotically converge to a common limit. Moreover, this
common limit depends by a nonnegligible factor on all past
updatesof all computing processors.Parts iii) and iv) quantify the
natural relationship between the frequency of interprocessor
communications and the speed at which agreementis reached.
For any pair (i, j) of processors,we define a linear transformation 4?ij(nlk):H -+ H by

cIoii(nlk)x=(cIof(nlk)Xl' "',

cIo~(nlk)xL)

ON AUTOMATIC

CONTROl..
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analyzedusing a variety of analytical tools [2], [10], [II]. [14]. A
large class of them, the so-called "pseudogradient" algorithms
[14], have the distinguishing feature that the (expected) direction
of update (conditioned upon the past history of the algorithm) is a
descent direction with respect to the cost function to be minimized. The Examplesof Section II certainly have such a property.
Reference [14] presents a larger list of examples. In this section
we presentconvergence results for the natural distributed asynchronous versions of pseudogradientalgorithms. We adopt the
model of computation and the corresponding notation of Section

II.
We allow the initialization {xl(I), ..., xM(I)} of the algorithm
to be random, with finite mean and variance. We also allow the
updates si(n) of each processorto be random. On the other hand.
we assume that -yi(n) is deterministic; we also model the
combining coefficients a~j(n) and the sequence of transmission
and reception times as being deterministic. This is not a serious
restriction becausethey do not needto be known by the processors
in advance in order to carry out the algorithm. We assumethat all
randomvariables of interestare defined on a probability space(0,
F, P), We introduce {F n}, an increasing sequenceof a-fields
contained in F and describing the history of the algorithm up to
time n, In particular, Fn is defined as the smallesta-field such that
si(k), k :5 n -I, andxi(l), i E {I, ..., M} are Fn-measurablc.
We assumethat the objective of the algorithm is to minimize a
nonnegative cost function J:H -+ [0, 00).
Assumption 3.1: J is continuously differentiable and its
derivative satisfies the Lipschitz condition
"VJ(x)-VJ(x')"~K"x-x"',

v x, x' E H

(3.1)

where K is some nonnegative constant.
Assumption 3.2: The updates s~(n) of each processor satisfy

(2.12)

E

where x = (Xl, "', Xd. Clearly, limn-m cf>;j(nlk) exists, is
independentof i and will be denoted by cf>j(k).

'dJ

.

;-(x'(n»si(n)

ux,

If~ sO,

a.s. v i, I, n.4

This assumptionstates that each componentof each processor's
updates is in a descent direction, when conditioned on the past
history of the algorithm and it is satisfied by Examples I-IV.
M
n-l
M
y(n) = ~ cIoj(O)xj(l)
+ ~ ~ -yj(k)cIoj(k)sj(k) (2.13)
The next assumptionis easily seento hold for Examples I and
II. For stochastic algorithms, it requires that the variance of the
j=l
k=lj=J
updates(and, hence,of any noise contained in them)goes to zero,
and note that y(n) is recursivelygeneratedby
as the gradient of the cost function goes to zero.
M
Assumption 3.3: For some Ko ~ 0 and for all i, /, n,

We can nowdefinea vectory(n) E H by

y(n + 1)= y(n) + ~ -y.i(n)cIoj(n)sj(n).

(2.14)

j=1

The vector y(n) is the elementof H at which all processorswould
asymptotically agree if they were to stop computing (but keep
communicating and combining) at a time n. It may be viewed as a
concise global summary of the state of computation at time n, in
contrast to the vectors xi(n) which are the local states of
computation. Another reasonfor introducing y(n) is that (2.14) is
much simpler than (2.1). The contentof the vector y(n) and of the
cf>j(n)'sis easiestto visualize in two special cases.
Specialization (e.g., Examples I and III): Here y(n) takes
each component from the processor who specializes in that
component. That is, y(n) = (xl(n), '.', x.z:(n». Accordingly,
cf>'.(n)= 0, for i * j, and cf>~(nJ= I.
I Example V: Here cf>
ij(n I k) is the (jth entry of the matrix
n;:'-='k+I A(m). It follows that the limit of cf>ij(nlk)is the ijth entry
of A, which by our assumptio,!sdepends only onj. Moreover,
y(n) equals any componentof Ax(n). (All componentsare ~ual
by our assumptions.) If we multiply both sides of (2.5) by A and
n_otethat AA(n) = A, we obtain y(n + 1) = y(n) + L~I
A ijsl(n) , which is precisely (2.14).
nI. CONVERGENCE
RESULTS

There is a large number of well-known centralized deterministic and stochastic optimization algorithms which have been

E[lIs:~n)1I2]s

-KoE'

oj
,
-,,-- (x'(n»s;(n)

iJxr

As a matter of verifying Assumption 3.3, on,ewould typically
check the validity of the slightly stronger condition
E[lIs~(n)1I2Ix;(n)]

:S

KoE

aJ

ax,().i(n»s;(n)1

xi(n)

Also, using Lemma 2.1 ii) and Assumption 33 we obtain
L

E'[lIsi(n)1I2]:s
~ E[lIs;(n)1I
i
'~I

= -KoE[V
where

Ko

= Ko/Tj

J(xi(n»cI>i(n).si(n»)

(3.3)

2: 0.

Our first convergence result states that the algorithm converges
in a suitable sense,provided that the stepsizes employed by each
processorare small enoughand that the time betweenconsecutive
4 In (3.2), if H, has dimension larger than I, ill/ox,

should be interpreted as

a row vector. In general, the appropriate interpretation should be clear from
the context.
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communications is bounded, and applies to Examples I and II. It
3.4, hold and assumethat for some K3 ~ 0, 'Yi(n) :s K3/n, Vn, i.
should be noted, however, that Theorem 3.1 (as well as Theorem Then, conclusions a), b), c), of Theorem 3.1 remain valid.
3.2 later) does not yet prove convergence to a minimum or a
Proof.' See the Appendix.
stationary point of J. In particular, there is nothing in our
Theorem 3.2 remains valid if (3.5) is replaced by the weaker
assumptionsthat prohibits having si(n) = 0, vi, n. Optimality is assumption
obtained later, using a few auxiliary and fairly natural assumptions (see Corollary 3.1).
E[lIsi(n)1I2] :sKoE[J(xi(n»] -K1E[V J(xi(n»cI»i(n)si(n»)+ K2.
Theorem 3./: Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3
hold. Supposealso that -yi(n) ?c 0 and that SUPi,n
-yi(n) = -Yo< 00.
(3.6)
There exists a constant -y* > 0 (depending on the constants
The proof may be found in [18] and is significantly more
introduced in the Assumptions) such that the inequality 0 < -Yo$
complicated.
-y* implies the following.
We continue with a corollary which shows that, under
a) J(xi(n», i = I, 2, ..., M, as well as J( Y(n», converge
reasonable conditions, convergence to a stationary point or a
almost surely, and to the same limit.
global optimum may be guaranteed.We only need to assumethat
b) limn~oo(xi(n) -xj(n»
= limn~oo(xi(n) -y(n»
= 0, Vi,j,
away from stationary points some processor will make a positive
almost surely and' in the mean square.
improvement in the cost function. Naturally, we only require the
c) The expression
processors
to make positive improvements at times when they are
00
M
not idle.
~ ~ -yi(n)VJ(xi(n»E[si(n)1 Fn]
(3.4)
Corollary 3.1: Supposethat for some K4 > 0, 'Yi(n) ~ K~n,
Vn, i. Assume that J has compact level sets and that there exist
continuous functions g;:H -+ [0, 00) such that
is finite, almost surely. Its expectation is also finite.
Proof.- See the Appendix.
Theorem3.1 (as well as Theorem 3.2) is a distributed version
~ (xi(n»E[s:(n)1 Fn] S -g:(xi(n»,
v nET:.
(3.7)
of the convergence resultsof [14] and our proofs follow the same
ax,
M
L
.
general pattern as in [14]. However, much more technical We define g:H -+ [0, Q) by g(x) = ~i=1 ~/=I g;(x) and we
development is needed to obtain bounds on the effects of
assume that any point x E H satisfying g(x) = 0 is a stationary
asynchronism and therefore show that asynchronism cannot point of J. Finally, supposethat the difference betweenconsecudestroy convergence.
tive elements of T: is bounded, for any i, / such that T: =1=cf>.
The main reasonwhy such resultsare possible is the following.
Then,
The difference betweeny(n) and xi(n), for any i, is of the order of
a) Under the Assumptions of either Theorem 3.1 or 3.2,
A'Yo, where A is proportional to a bound on communication
delays plus the time between consecutive communications beliminf !IVJ(xi(n»11 =0,
vi, a.s.
(3.8)
n-~
tween processors. Therefore, as long as 'Yo remains small,
VJ(xi(n» is aPl:>roximatelyequal to VJ(y(n»; hence s:(n) [and
b) Under the Assumptions of Theorem3.1 and if (for some E >
consequently cI>'(n)s'(n)]is approximately in a descentdirection,
starting from point y(n). Therefore, iteration (2.14) is approxi- 0) 'Yi(n) ;?; E, Vi, n, we have
mately the same as a centralized descent (pseudogradient)
lim IIVJ(xi(n»1I =0,
vi, aoso
(3.9)
algorithm which is, in general, convergent [14]. This line of
n-~
reasoning is actually reflected in our proofs.
and any limit point of {xi(n)} is a stationary point off.
c) Under the Assumptions of either Theorem 3.1 or 3.2 and if
Decreasing Step-Size Algorithms
every point satisfying g(x) = 0 is a minimizing point of J (this is
We now introduce an alternative set of assumptions.We allow
implicitly assuming that all stationary points of J are minima),
the magnitude of the updates si(n) to remain nonzero, even if
then
lim J(xi(n» = inf J(x).
VJ(xi(n» is zero (Examples III and IV). Such situations are
n-~
xEH
common in stochastic approximation algorithms or in system
identification applications. Since the noise is persistent, the
Proof." See the Appendix.
algorithm can be made convergent only by letting the step size
We now discuss the above corollary and apply it to our
'Yi(n)decreaseto zero. The choice 'Yi(n) = lln is most commonly examples. Our assumptionon T~statesthat, for eachcomponent"
used in centralized algorithms and in the sequel we will assume the time between successivecomputations of s: is bounded, for
that 'Yi(n) behaves ~ike tin.
any computing processor i for that component. Such a condition
Since the step size is decreasing, the algorithm becomes will be always met in practice. The assumption'Yi(n) ~ K4/n may
progressively slower as n --+ 00. This allows us to let the be enforced without the processorhaving accessto a global clock.
communications process become progressively slower as well,
For example, apart from the trivial caseof constant step size, we
provided that it remains fast enough, when compared to the may let 'Yi(n) = I/I~, where Ii is the number of times, before
natural time scale of the algorithm, the latter being determined by time n, that processor i has performed a computation.
the rate of decreaseof the step size. Sucha possibility is captured
For Examples I and Ill, (3.7) holds with gi(X) a constant
by Assumption 2.3.
multiple of (aJ/aXi)2; for ExamplesII and IV, it holds with gi(X) a
The next assumption, intended to replace Assumption 3.3, constant multiple of II VJ(x) II2. We may conclude that Corollary
allows the noise to be persistent. It holds for Examples I-IV. As in 3.1 applies and proves convergence for Examples I-IV.
Assumption 3.3, inequality (3.5) could be more naturally stated in
We close this section by pointing out that our results remain
terms of conditional expectations, but such a stronger version valid if we model the combining coefficients, the transmissionand
turns out to be unnecessary.
reception times as random variables defined on the same
Assumption 3.4: For some K., K2 ~ 0, and for all i, I, n,
probability space (0, F, P), subject to certain restrictions [18).
Notice that such a generalization allows the processorsto decide
cJJ.
.
when and where to transmit based on information related to the
E[lIs;(n)1I2]s
-K.E cJXI
-(x'(n»s'(n) I
+K2.
(3.5) progress of the algorithm. Finally, Assumptions 2.1-2.4 may be
dispensed with as long as the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 may be
Theorem3.2: Let Assumptions2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 3.1, 3.2, and somehow independently verified.
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IV. EXTENSIONS
ANDApPLICATIONS
A main direction along which our results may be extendedis in
analyzing the convergenceof distributed algorithms with decreasing step size and with correlated noise, for which the pseudogradient
assumpti.on
fails to.hold:
Suc.halgorithms
frequently,
for example,
m system
Identification.
Very fewarise
global
conver-

and note that
M
b2(n)~M L IIsi(n)112~Mb2(n).
i= I
(2 13) d Le
2 1 ..'
Using (2.6)..an
mma.
Ill,) we 0b'tam

gence results are available, even for the centralized case [16].
How~ver, as in the centraliz.ed c~
an ordinar>: differen~ial
equation (OD~) may be associated With such algonthms, which

lIy(n)-xi(n)1I

may be usedto prove local convergence subjectto an assumption

~ ~I
'"

~
lIcf>j(k)-cf>ij(nlk)lIlIsj(k)1I
-'" 'Yo

k=I J=I

that the algorithm returns infinitely often to a bounded region
[10], [11].
Another

[18].
issue.

arising

in

the

case

of

constant

II-I
~A 'Yo L d"-kb(k).
k= I

step-size

(A.2)

algorithms, concerns the choice of a step size which will
guaranteeconvergence. We may trace the steps in the proof of From a Taylor series expansion for J we obtain
Theorem 3.1 and find some bounds on 'Yo so as to ensure
M
convergence, but thesebounds will not be particularly tight. For a
version of a distributed detenninistic gradient algorithm. tighter J(y(n+ 1»=J y(n) + 'YoL cf>i(n)si(n)
bounds have been obtained in [18] which quantify the notion that
i=1
the frequency of communications between different processors
sho~l~ in.some sensereflect the degree of coupling inherent in the
~J(y(n»+
V J(y(n» ~ cf>i(n)si(n)
optimizatiOn problem.
'Yo
-'"
Concerning possible applications, there are three broad areas
1=I

(

where
an to
asynchronous
several
types of
that
corne
mind. Therealgorithm
is first thecould
area ofavoid
parallel
computation,
bottlenecks [9]. Then, there is the area of data communication
networks in which there has been much interest for distributed
algorithms for routing and flow control [6], [8], [19]. An analysis
of a gradient projection method for optimal routing has been
carried out in [17]. Finally, certain common algorithms for
system identification or adaptive filtering fall into the framework
of decreasing step-size stochastic algorithms and our approach
may be used for analyzing the convergence of their distributed
versions (18]. Our results may not be applicable without any
modifications or refinements to such diverse applications areas.
Nevertheless. our analysis indicates what kind of resultsshould be
expectedto hold.

)

+A II 'YoLM cf>i(n)si(n)112
i~1
M ..
L cf>'(n)s'(n)+A'Y~b2(n).
i=1
(A.3)

~J(y(n»+'YoVJ(y(n»

Assumption 3.2 is in tenDSof V J(xi(n». whereas above we have
VJ(y(n». To overcome this difficulty, we use the LipsChitz
continuity of the derivative of J and invoke (A.2) to obtain
M
M
II V J(y(n» ~ cf>i(n)si(n)- ~ V J(xi(n»cf>i(n)si(n)II

ApPENDIX
M

This Appendix con~ins the proofs of the results of Secti?nI~.
Remark on Notation: In the course of the proofs m thiS
section, we will use the symbol A to denote nonnegative
constantswhich are independentof n, Yo,yi(n), xi(n), si(n), etc.,
but which may depend on the constantsintroduced in the various
assumptions (that is, M, L, K, Ko, Bo, B1, lX, etc.). When A
appearsin different expressions, or even in different sides of the
same equality (or inequality), it will not necessarilyrepresentthe
sameconstant. (With this convention, an inequality of the fonD A
+ I ~ A is meaningful and has to be interpreted as saying that A

:5A ~ lIy(n)-xi(n)lIllsi(n)1I
i=1
II-I
M
II-I
:5yoA ~ d"-kb(k) ~ IIsi(n)1I=yoA ~ d"-kb(k)b(n)
k=1
i=1
k=1
II-I
-k 2
2
:5YoA ~ d" [b (k)+b (n)].
k=I

+ I, where A is some constant, is smaller than some other
constant,denoted again by A.) This convention is followed so as

Let us defIne

to avoid the introduction of unn~essarily many sym~ls.
.Gi(n)=
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Without loss of generality, we will
as..,umethat the algori~ is initialized so thatxi(l) = 0, vi. In the
gen~ralcase whe~x'(l) *.0, v.:emay think of the algorithm as
havIng
started
0, with value.
x'(O) =So,
0; the
then,
a random
update
Si(O) sets
xi(l) attotime
a nonzero
case
in which
the
processors i.ni~i.atlydisagree may be easily reduced to the case
where they lDltlally agree. ...'
Note that we may define s'(n) = (y'(n)/yo) s'(n) and view s'(n)
as the new step with step-sizeYo. It is easyto see that Assumptions
(3.2) and is(3.3)
hold for
no
gene~i~
lost ifalso
we assume
thatsi(n).
yi(n) =For
Yo,these
Vn andreasons,
this is what

(A.4)

-V J(xi(n»cf»i(n)si(n),
M
G(n)=~
Gi(n),
'-1
,-

J(y(n+

1»:5J(y(n»-yoG(n)

+A y2b2(n)
0

};

dn-k[b2(k)+b2(n)]

k=1

n

M

I-I

(A.I)

(A. 6)

and note that Assumption 3.2 implies that E1 G(n) ] 2; o. We now
rewrite inequality (A.3) using (A.4) to replace the derivative
term, to obtain

n-1+Ay~

b(n) = ~ Ilsi(n)1I

(A.5)

5.J(y(n»-'YoG(n)+A'Y~

:};:; dn-kb2(k).
k=\

(A.
(A.
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Assumption 3.3 implies that [cr. inequality (3.3)]
(A.8)

E[b2(k)] ~AE[G(k)].
Taking expectations in (A.7) and using (A.8) we obtain
E[J(y(n + I»] ~E[J(y(n»]

theorem and (A.16) it follows that L';=l Zn < 00, almost surely.
Then, Lemma A.I becomesthe same as Lemma 4.C.I in [12, p.
453J, which in turn is a consequence of the supermartingale
convergence theorem [13J.
0
Now let A be the constant in the right-hand side of (A. 7) and let

-"YoE[G(n)]

n

Z(n)=A'Y~E

n

+A"y~ ~ dn-kE[G(k)].

k=1

(A.9)

k=1

(A.I7)

~ dn-kb2(k>IFn

Then, Z(n) ~ 0 andby (A.8)

We then sum (A.9) for different values ofn, to obtain

n

,"

..

,.

E[Z(n)]:$A ~ dn-kE[G(k»),

(A.18)

k=1

Therefore,
~

~

n

L E[Z(n)]:5A L L dn-kE[G(k)]
n=\

n=\

We now let 'Y* = (I -d)/2A,
where A is the constant of
inequality (A. 10), and assumethat 0 < 'Yo:5 'Y*. Then, inequality
(A. 10) implies
n

'Yo ~

E[G(k)]

:52E[J(y(I»],

Vn

(A. II)

k=l

and letting n tend to infinity,
~

'Yo~ E[G(k)J<~.

~

=A H

(A.12)

L E[G(k)IFtJ = ~ E[G(k)]<oo
k=1

k=1

which implies
~

~ E[G(k)IFkJ<oo, a.s.

1-- -~
19)

~

~

~ b2(k)sA ~ E[G(k)]«X)

(A.20)

k=1

k=1

By Assumption 3.2, E1G(k)IFtJ ~ 0, vk; we may apply the
monotone convergence theorem to (A. 12) and obtain

E

E[G(k)]<oo,

where the last inequality follows from (A.12). Therefore, Z(n)
satisfies (A.16). We take the conditional expectation of (A.7),
given Fn. Note that J(y(n» is Fn-measurableand that EIG(n)1 Fn]
~ O. Therefore Lemma A.I applies and J(y(n» converges
almost surely.
Using Assumption 3.3 once more, together with (A. 12),

E

~

L
k=1

k=1

~

k=1

which implies that b(k) converges to zero, almost surely. Recall
(A.2) to conclude that y(n) -xi(n) converges to zero, almost
surely. Also, by squaring (A.2), taking expectationsand using the
(A. 13) fact that £[ b2(k)] convergesto zero we conclude that £[ lIy(n) xi(n) II 2] also converges to zero, and this proves part b) of the
Theorem.
Now, let us use Assumption 3.1 and a second-order expansion
of J to obtain, for any a E R
14)
OsJ(x-

aV J(x»sJ(x)-aA.IIV

J(x)lIz+azAzIiV

J(x)IIZ

(A.21)

where AI, Az are positive constants not depending on o.

From (A. 14) we obtain

Assuming that 0 was chosen small enough, we may use (A.21)

and the nonnegativity of J to conclude

~

~ VtJ(xi(n»E[4»:(n)s:(n)1Fn]> -(XI,n=\ a.s.

IIV J(x)1I2sAJ(x),

v x E H.

(A.22)

Since J(y(n» converges, it is bounded; hence VJ(y(n» is also
Now use the fact [Lemma 2.1 ii), inequality (2.9)] that "';(n) ~ 1/
bounded,
by (A.22). We then use the fact that y(n) -xi(n)
> 0, for any computing processori for componentI. This implies
converges to zero, to conclude that J(xi(n» -J(y(n»
also
that
convergesto zero. This proves part a) and concludesthe proof of
the theorem.
.
~
In the following lemma we bound certain infinite series by
a.s.
~ V[J(xi(n»E[s;(n)1 Fn]> -<»,
corresponding infinite integrals. This is justified as long as the
k=1
integrand cannot change by more than a constant factor between
and establishespart c) of the theorem.
any two consecutive integer pc;>ints.For notational convenience,
Lemma A.I: Let X(n) , Z(n) be nonnegative stochastic we use c(nlk) to denote dn6-kO,where d and 0 are as in Lemma
processes(with finite ex~ctation) adaptedto {Fn} and such that 2.1 iv).
Lemma A.2: The following hold:
(A.15)
E[X(n+
1)IFn]~X(n)+Z(n),
~

~ E[Z(n)]«x>.

~

I

I

~ ~ --c(mln)<oo,
mn

~

16)

(A.23)

n=1 m=n

n=1

m m

Then X(n) converges almost surely, as n -.00.
Proof of Lemma A.I: By the monotone convergence

m I

li£}l~~ k2 c(mlk)=li~ ~ k c(mlk)=O,
k=\

k=1

(A.24)
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The definitions (A.27) and (A.23) imply that the middle term on
is bounded. Moreover, using (A.27),

l~ ~ k c(klm)=O.

(A.25)the right-hand side of(A.31)

k=m

Proof of Lemma A.2: Let 18 = y; then, 1 = yl/8 and dl =
(l/o)y'/8-1 dy. Therefore,
1 r~6S6
Jy=/! dY-S6 dY~~

which converges to zero, as m -+ (X),by (A.24) and (A.25).
Therefore,
for large enough m, ~Z=m <f>(klm) -11m
:$ -II
S6
2m. It follows that E1J(y(n»] is bounded. Inequality (A.3I) and
(A.26) the above also imply that ~::;=I (1/m)E1G(m)] < (X)and part c)
of the Theorem follows, as m the proof of Theorem 3.1.
where A does not depend on s. Equation (A.25) follows. Since
We now define
(lis) Als8 is an integrable function of s, (A.23) follows as well.
n
The left-hand side of (A.24) is bounded by
Z(n)=E L <f>(nlk)b2(k)IFn
Am Jm ~ dmii-t8 dt=Am Jm8~
dm8-y8~y(1/8)-1 dy
k=1
t~1 t2

y~ly218

Jrnli

=Am

and note that

'15

~

8

y=1

11=1

which converges to zero. The middle term in (A.24) is certainly
smaller and converges to zero as well.
0
Proof of Theorem 3.2: Using the sameargumentsas in the
proof of Theorem 3.1, we may assume,without loss of generality,
that xi(l) = 0 and that -yi(n) = I/n, Vi, n. (Otherwise, we could
define si(n) = n-yi(n)si(n).)
We still use c(nlk) to denote dri'-tII. We define again b(n),
Gi(n) , G(n) by (A. I), (A.5), (A.6), respectivoly, as in the proof
of Theorem 3.1. Also, let
1
-+
n2

tf>(nlk)=

n-1 I 1

~

n>k,

'-I

Taking conditional expectations in (A.28) (with respectto F n)and
using Lemma A.I, we conclude that J(y(n» converges, almost
surely.
We now turn to the proof of part b). Using (3.5) and (A.22), we
have

n<k.

sAE[J(xi(n»]

n

4

E[lIsi(n)1I2] +A

+ ~ E[lIsi(n)112) + A,

E[lIsi(n)1I2] sAE[J(xi(n»]

~

V n.

~(nlk)b2(k),

k~l

(A.28)

(A.32)

which fjnally implies that

n
G(n)+A

+A.

(A.33)

Now, using (A.22) once more,
J(xi(n»-J(y(n»sIlVJ(y(n)1I

Taking expectations in (A.28), we have
+ I»] sE[J(y(n»]

2E[IIV J(xi(n»1I2] +!

(A.27)

I

E[J(y(n

I

sA +A ~ k E[G(k)]< 00.

s4A

I I
n k c(nlk),

1»sJ(y(n»--

k=III=k

n=k,

By replicating the stepsleading to inequality (A.7) in the proof of
Theorem3.1 and using Lemma 2.1 iv) and (A.27) we obtain, for
some A ~ 0,
J(y(n+

~

E[l/si(n>112]sE

~
--c(nlm),
~
n m
m=1

0,

~

~ E[Z(n)] sA ~ ~ If>(n
Ik)[E[G(k)]+ I]

y-(1/8)-1 dm -y dY:5Am-8

.IIxi(n)-y(n)1I

+A IIxi(n)-

-~ E[G(n)]

y(n)1I2

:S~ IIVJ(y(n»1I2+A

n

IIxi(n)-

y(n)1I2

n

+A ~ cf>(nlk)E[b2(k)],V n

+ I») sE[J(y(n»)

-~

E[b2(n)]:sA

E[G(n»)

+ AE[llxi(n)

:}::; (j>(nlk)(E[G(k)]

+ I).

(A. 30)

k=\

n-1

I

lIy(n)-xi(n)II:SA ~ k c(nlk)b(k)

We thensum(A. 3D), for differentvaluesof n, to obtain
n

OsE[J(y(n+ I»] sE[J(y(I»] +A ~

[

-y(n)1I2].

Similarly with (A.2), we have

n

+A

n

y(n)1I2.

(A.34)

Inequalities (A.33), (A.34) and the boundednessof E[J(y(n»]

n

m~1

IIxi(n)-

yield

and using Assumption 3.4,
E[J(y(n

:sAJ(y(n»+A

(A.29)

k=l

m=[

k=1

m

~ cf>(mlk)
k=1

n

k~m c!>(klm)-;n

I

]

n-1 ~b2(k).
E[G(m)].

(A.31)

:sAn~
k=\

k2

8.S.
a.s.
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denotedby t~.m'By (A.42), we have

Therefore,
E[lIy(n)-xi(n)1I2]:S(:J(n)

max
Isk<n

M

(A.38)

E[b2(k)],

E[lIy(n)

~

~

£oJ £oJ £oJ
i=1 1=1 m=1

where [J(n) = An };Z:: c(n Ik)/k2 convergesto zero, by (A.24).
Using (A.35),

L

~ ~

-yi(ti )gi(Xi(ti
I,m

1

»«XI,

I,m

(A.43)

Now notice that, for some constant Ks > 0,
-xi(n)1I2]

sA[J(n)(1

+ max

E[lIy(k)

-xi(k)1I2])

K4

",i(ti
, I,m) ~ -»('.
and since (J(n) converges to zero, it follows that E1l1y(n) 'xi(n) II 2]convergesto zero as well. We also conclude from (A.35)
that suPnE1b2(n)] < 00.
Let

~

Dk=

~ b(i),

k~

(A.39)

I

kl/6si«k+I)I/6

Using the fact that there exists an A such that (k + 1) 1/6-kl/6
:5 Ak(I/6)-I, vk, we obtain from (A.39)
~

~

~ E[DiJ~ ~
k=1

}:;

k=1

~

.

vi,

/, m.

Hence, (A.43) yields

a.s.

(A.45)

Let us assume, without any loss of generality that T: * <p.
From either Theorem 3.1 or 3.2 and its proof we obtain limn_~
(xi(n) -y(n»
= limn_~ (y(n + 1) -y(n»
= 0 which implies
that
v i, I.

lim (Xi(ti I,m)- y(tl I,m»=0,
m-oo
sup E[b2(n)]
n

I

Ks

I) -m

I,m

2

kl/6si«k+I)I/6

K4

-c(m+

(A.46)

Since J has compact level sets and J(y(n» converges, the
sequence {y(n)} is bounded. We therefore need to consider the
functions g; only on a compact set on which they are uniformly
continuous. Therefore,

~ 1
sA ~ k276[(k+ 1)1/8-kl/8]2
k=1

lim
m-~

0»
t
~£J -k(216)-2<
k216

sA

IX>'

(A.40)

k=1

It follows that DL convergesto zero, almost surely. Consequently,
so does Dk and 2;Z=I dn-kDk as well. Let us fix some n, let N
denote the largest integer such that N :5 n6 and use (A.36) to
obtain
n-li

Ilxi(n)-y(n)II:5A ~ k c(nlk)b(k)
k=1

~

sA

I sksn6-1

~

~A

~

kl/6Si«k+

dN-(k+

I)

1)1/6

~

IskSnD-

By combining (A.45) and (A.47) we obtain
M

(A.41)

As n converges to infinity, so does N and, by the above
discussion, xi(n) -y(n)
converges to zero, as n -+ 00.
Consequently, xi(n) -xj(n) also convergesto zero, for any i, j,
completing the proof of part b).
Finally, since J( y(n» convergesand xi(n) -y(n) convergesto
zero, part a) of the theorem follows, as in the proof of Theorem

3.1.

.

m-~'" '"
;=1/=1

;=1/=1

.

a) By (A.48), there must be some subsequenceof {t: } along
which g(y(t:.m» converges to zero. Let y* be a l~mi~i><>f'nt
of the
corresponding subsequenceof {y(t: m)}' By contInuity, g(y*) =
0 and, by assumption,y* must he a stationary point of J, so
VJ(y*) = O. Moreover, xi(t: m) also converges to y* along the
same subsequence.By continuity of VJ, (3.8) follows.
b) In this case, (A.43) implies

and the rest of the proof is the sameas for part a), except that we
do not need to restrict ourselves to a convergent subsequence.
c) From part a) we conclude that some subsequence of
{y(t: m)} converges to somey* for which g(y*) = O. Consequently, y* minimizes J. Using the continuity of J,
liminf J(y(n».s liminf J(y(t: n».sJ(y*) = inf J(x).
n-~

a.s.

(A.42)

;
n E T[

Becauseof our assumptionon the sets T~, it follows that if T~ *
4>,then there exists a positive integer c such that, for any i, /, m,
the interval {cm + 1,cm + 2, "',c(m
+ I)} contains at least
one element of T:. Let us choose sequencesof such elements
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